
orway - A Fishing Paradise!

NORTHWAY AS, Ruseløkkveien 59, NO-0251 Oslo, Norway 
+47 45 60 37 56
E-mail: northway@uniquetours.no - www.northwaytravel.com
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So big ?!

Land of the giants....
- and a dream of a trout !

A midsummer night’s dream

      orthway arranges the adventure tour!

Northway‘s task is to organise everything so that business and memorable travel experiences
may be combined with a pleasant framework around the visit. The tours are tailor-made according
to requirements. A representative from Northway will gladly accompany during the entire tour for
quality assurance.

For further information please see www.northwaytravel.com
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and salmon fishing in our rivers
How about catching codTry pike fishing in our lakes

with professional guides
and deep-sea fishing with the local fishermen ?

N       esides salmon fishing, Norway’s rivers and lakes offer
an excellent variety of abundant fishing.

Norway has more than 600 rivers with good stocks of Atlantic salmon and where classical fly-fishing
for trout is extremely popular. The rivers are spread from the Swedish border and round the whole
coast to the Russian border.

Wherever you are in Norway you will not be far from the nearest fishing waters. We have more than
240 000 waters and lakes with popular species such as trout, char, pike, perch, grayling and whitefish.

Northway arranges the fishing tours in close cooperation with fishing guides who are well-acquainted
with the local areas.

      orway’s extensive and varied coast is a paradise for
saltwater and deep-sea fishing.

Norway has a long coastline with varied and unique nature. With bays, fjords and islands it is more
than 83 000 kilometres long.

Saltwater fishing can be done from boat or from land – the whole year! Normal catches are cod and
coalfish, but also ling and halibut are often caught. Local fishermen take you out in their own boats
for deep-sea fishing, where the really big fish are.

In the far north you can catch the giant crab from the Barents Sea: the red king crab, which with its
weight of up to 15 kilograms and two metres span between its claws is a magnificent sight!
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